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ED HOFFMAN 

REFLECTION
ON 2023 
When we began 2023, we indeed had some big shoes to fill.
Coming off a such a special year in 2022, which included the
100th Anniversary of Water Skiing, 50 years of Water Ski Days,
Lake City’s Sesquicentennial, and the subsequent record
breaking year for lodging tax intake, even I will admit I was afraid
there would be a good chance we might take a step backwards
in 2023.
However, now as I sit down to write this reflection and pour over
the information included in this report, I am thrilled to say that
not only was 2023 able to hang with 2022, but by most metrics,
it exceeded the success of that monumental year. We had
another record year for lodging tax intake (including adding
another record quarter), we grew our web traffic by over 40%,
we saw gains in attendance and revenue at the Chamber’s
signature events, and we significantly grew our social media
numbers.
Perhaps even more meaningful, VLC launched exciting and
groundbreaking new video advertisements, added new (and
strengthened older) creative partnerships, continued to receive
incredible earned media, ventured into new geographic and
demographic markets, and successfully experimented with new
marketing initiatives.
Oh... and then there’s the small distinction of winning Explore
Minnesota’s prestigious “Only in MN Award” and being honored
by having our proposal selected to host the 2024 Governor’s
Fishing Opener!
It is safe to say that 2023 exceeded our expectations.
     

Visit Lake City
Tourism Specialist



The Chamber has an 11-person tourism
advisory committee populated by Lake City
stakeholders. 
The Committee meets or is provided with
detailed written reports monthly.
The committee operates under a
commission approved by the Chamber
Board of Directors.
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THANK YOU
2023 COMMITTEE VOLUNTEERS 

 
Justin Hawryluk - Chair
Ed Hruska - Vice Chair

Kjelgren Alkire - Chamber Representative

Lisa Quest (Hok Si La Park and Campground)
Angie Stewart (Pearl Button Co.)

Megan Kramer (City Council)
Amy Brinkman (Lake City Sportsman's Club)

Cailin Richard (Lake City Port Authority) 
John Hutchinson (Destination Lake City)

Rick Berdahl (Kelly’s Lake House)
Vacant



F INANCIAL
OVERVIEW
In 2023 Lake City saw success in the form of second record
year in a row for lodging tax intake and added another
record quarter. Q2 greatly surpassed any other spring
quarter on record, making 3 of the past 6 quarters record
breaking.  Our sustained success and growth indicates that
Lake City's tourism continues to recover from the pandemic,
and continues to perform better than in pre-pandemic times.  
VLC continued to hold expenses to budget in 2023, and are
able to continue an aggressive spending strategy in 2024.  
In addition to lodging tax revenue, Visit Lake City also
collected nearly $15,000 in grant funding from Explore
Minnesota in 2023, and at this time expect a similar amount
to come in 2024, with $10,000 currently being reconciled.  
The Chamber continues to work with Lori Anderson, CPA to
handle accounting for Visit Lake City. 
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A SEAT
AT THE
TABLE
Lake City continues to engage with regional and statewide agencies to create strategies
for larger marketing projects and to promote Lake City's place therein.
Ed Hoffman continued in his position on the Southern Minnesota Tourism Association's
(SMTA) Executive Committee and as a Governor appointee on the Explore Minnesota
Tourism Council. 

ONLY IN
MN AWARD

Visit Lake City began the year by taking home
the prestigious “Only In Minnesota Award” at
the annual Explore Minnesota conference in
the Twin Cities.
Elizabeth Greenawalt attended the event in
person to accept the award for our efforts in
promoting the 100th Anniversary of Water
Skiing and 50th Water Ski Days. EMT chooses
only one recipient per year. Past award winners
have included the St. Paul Winter Carnival and
Minnesota State Fair. 



EARNED
MEDIA

The holy grail of destination marketing is always earned media. Nothing can compare to the impact
that comes from a trusted publication or other media outlet choosing freely to extoll the virtues of a
location. Visit Lake City is always hunting for PR and publicity opportunities. 
Building on the all the added attention from last year, and strengthening our relationships with
Explore Minnesota and regional media, 2023 was another banner year for publicity focusing on our
area. 

Lake City area was featured in Explore Minnesota’s national ad campaign and on the
homepage of exploreminnesota.com all fall!



EARNED
MEDIA ,  CONT.
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DIGITAL
ADVERTIS ING 

Digital advertising continued to be the focal point of Visit
Lake City's Advertising efforts in 2023. 
With partners like Sievers Creative, Media One, Star Tribune,
Greenspring Media, and Orange 142, we collaboratively
designed a robust marketing strategy that includes digital
display (ie. banner ads), paid social media (Facebook,
Instagram, Tik Tok), content marketing, and email blasts.
Each of these channels work in consort with our continually
updated website, and serves ads to those who fit within our
targeted location, interests, and income demographics, as
well as to those who have searched for and visited
visitlakecity.org.
We are continually monitoring data to better refine which
demographics and locations we focus our advertising on,
and are active in serving new images and copy to viewers on
a month by month basis.  

Tik Tok

Display
Meta

Star Trib

MailChimp



SOCIAL  MEDIA
When discussing tourism marking today, not enough can be said about the power of social media.
Beautiful images, short videos, shared content, rapid and personalized responses to comments and
messages, and snappy, conversational copy continued to be a winning combination in 2023.
Visit Lake City saw growth in all important Facebook and Instagram metrics over the past year:
Engagement, Reach, Impressions, and New Page Likes. Overall, our advertising on Meta platforms  
through Sievers Creative delivered over 1.2 million impressions, with an additional reach of almost
500,000 more between organic and in-house boosted posts. Our click through and engagement rate
maintains well above the industry average. 
We identified an opportunity to capitalize on user generated content, repeatedly asking our
followers to tag their local photos with #LakeCityMN and sharing selected images to our accounts.
We have also continued to contract with Ben Threinen for the use of a database of professional
photos. 
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PRINT 
ADVERTIS ING

While we continued to grow our focus on digital advertising,
we remained committed to targeted print ads  and content
marketing in publications that we felt reached those most
likely to travel to Lake City.
In 2023 we maintained a monthly 2 page spread in
Rochester Visitor Magazine, and placed ads in Today,  Big
River, Minnesota Monthly, MSP Magazine, and AAA Magazine.
We also advertised in Explore Minnesota's official state
guide, and took out a full page ad in Experience Rochester,
the official guidebook for Rochester's CVB. 



NEW FRONTIERS V IA
GRANTS AND COOP ADS 
Visit Lake City continually looks for grant opportunities and the best values wherever it can find
them. In 2023 we collected nearly $15,000 in grant revenue, and have been awarded $10,000
more to date, which will be collected in 2024. We also took advantage of state subsidized
programs that allowed us to buy ads in coops with savings of up to 70%. 
We took advantage of these opportunities by branching into new markets, new publications, and
new media partnerships, while dipping our toes into new forms of advertising such as highly
targeted digital travel intent marketing and YouTube advertising (debuting professional and
groundbreaking video advertisements created during last year’s grant cycle). In doing so, in total,
we were able to reach hundreds of thousands of potential visitors that we would not otherwise
have been able to. 
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Website visits are the gateway to actual visits to our community. Whether it is through clickable social
media advertising, display ads, or newsletters, we strive to deliver content that directs people to our
site where we give them an engaging experience and optimal performance. We place an emphasis on
SEO and referrals which keep visitlakecity.org at the top of search engine suggestions. In 2023 we saw
67,000 people visit our site, an increase of a 42.4% over 2022. With 2022's gains of 67% over 2021,
we can confidently report that we continue on the right track since taking over and rebuilding the site
in mid-2021.  

.

WEBSITE
GAINS
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VLC’s Ed Hoffman joined Mayor Mark Nichols and Destination Lake City’s Marco Molinari in
Lakeland, Florida, at the USA Water Ski and Wake Sport Foundation’s Hall of Fame induction
ceremony. 
The foundation seated our delegation at the head table, and a Lake City promotional video created
by VLC was shown to the attendees and live-streamers of the event. Nichols and Molinari were
invited to deliver remarks on stage, and a table was set up to distribute Lake City maps, guides,
and memorabilia. 
Hoffman also visited the Hall of Fame museum in Davenport and met with staff at Visit Central
Florida about ideas for future collaborations. 

USA-WWF
HALL OF
FAME 



COMMUNITY
EVENTS



COMMUNITY
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LOOKING
FORWARD

We have so much to look forward to in 2024. 
The Governor’s Fishing Opener is approaching quickly, landing in Lake City on May 9-11. This event
will bring dozens of media members and state dignitaries to our town for 3 days of fishing and fun.
The event will allow us to garner numerous new periodical and newspaper articles, TV and radio
spots, and introduce new media influencers and content creators to Lake City. It gives us the
opportunity to solidify and build new relationships with media members and writers. Not only will
this event boost our reputation for having some of the best fishing and outdoor recreation
opportunities in the Midwest, but will give us a chance to show off all that Lake City has to offer. It is
our chance to put on our best face and really WOW our distinguished visitors.  
Being awarded the Governor’s Fishing Opener is part of a positive pattern in a relationship with
Explore Minnesota and other statewide agencies that Visit Lake City has been working hard to
cultivate over the past 3 years. Since 2021, we have been invited to a seat on the Governor’s Council
on Tourism, we’ve won one of the most prestigious tourism awards in the state, we’ve been featured
in one of Explore Minnesota’s national advertising campaigns and repeatedly are featured in their
social media posts, and we’ve been awarded numerous competitive grants that have allowed us to
make groundbreaking advertisements that have caught the eyes of officials at the state level.  
In 2024, we will continue to broaden our horizons with by reaching into new markets and
experimenting with new forms of marketing. We will continue to capitalize on grant opportunities
and relationships that we’ve built with media members. We will work to form even more collaboration
with, and buy-in from, Lake City community members and stakeholders.   
Lake City has momentum on our side.  

 


